A special thank you to our 2018 conference sponsors

Please take a moment to learn more about our Gold, Silver, and Bronze sponsors and visit their exhibit tables showcased Thursday, Oct. 18.

GOLD CONFERENCE SPONSORS

Accuride International | Accuride.com
(562) 903-0200 | Santa Fe Springs, CA

Senseon Secure Access by Accuride International is a professional-grade electronic locking system for cabinetry and casework in virtually any healthcare or lab environment. This state-of-the-art system can benefit medical and lab facilities in many ways, including:

- Keeping hazardous materials such as medications, sensitive records, valuable equipment, and medical supplies safe from patients and other non-authorized personnel.
- Helping providers and practitioners meet compliance regulations set forth by government and private agencies while providing safe and effective care of the highest quality.

Senseon grants access to secure contents, such as medication, documents, and cleaning supplies with just a tap of a keycard, badge-affixed tag, or other RFID credentials.

Lisa Summer | lsummers@accuride.com
Daniel Rodriguez | drodriguez@accuride.com
Capella University | es.capella.edu
(866) 360-8047 | Minneapolis, MN

Capella University is an accredited online university dedicated to providing exceptional, professionally-aligned education. Healthcare employers, including hundreds of hospitals, clinics, and care centers partner with Capella to develop critical talent. Multiple degree programs are available in the ground-breaking, direct assessment, FlexPath learning format and Capella’s BSN, MSN, and DNP degree programs are accredited by the CCNE. To learn how Capella can help you to meet your nurse development goals visit us at our booth, visit www.es.capella.edu or call 860-360-8047.

Leon Markhasin | leon.markhasin@capella.edu
Josiah Parker | josiah.parker@capella.edu

Electronic Design Company (EDC) | edcsolutions.com
(612) 355-2312 | Minneapolis, MN

Electronic Design Company is the most complete resource for mission critical healthcare communications systems. We are a leading integrator for audio, video and critical communications in the region. Our healthcare communication designs improve patient satisfaction, patient safety and staff workflow. The systems include extensive attributes from emergency call (duress) to real time location. We also provide exceptional design, installation, documentation, training and service. We can be found in airports, performance/conference venues, sports facilities, manufacturing facilities, schools and houses of worship.

Brian Krisko | bkrisko@edcsolutions.com
Peggy Daly | pdaly@edcsolutions.com
Kevin Patrick | kpatrick@edcsolutions.com
Ideacom Mid-America | [idea-ma.com](http://idea-ma.com)
(651) 228-2674 | St. Paul, MN

Ideacom Mid-America is the Midwest’s leading provider of nurse call systems, workflow automation, and staff and patient security systems. We offer a full complement of communication solutions that can be tailored to fit any size facility, budget and need. Find out how we can help you optimize your workflow, improve staff and patient satisfaction and provide a safer, quieter and more responsive environment. At Ideacom, we are creating a better future by connecting people through technology.

Mary Blackford | mblackford@idea-ma.com
Dayn Vix | dvix@idea-ma.com
Jim Haberkorn | jhaberkorn@idea-ma.com

University of MN School of Nursing | [nursing.umn.edu](http://nursing.umn.edu)
(612) 625-7980 | Minneapolis, MN

Founded in 1909 and recognized as the birthplace of university-based nurse education, the U of MN School of Nursing continues to lead the profession into the future. With a mission to generate knowledge and prepare nurse leaders who create, lead and participate in holistic efforts to improve the health of all people, the school and its research are addressing health issues across the life span with a focus on health promotion among vulnerable populations, prevention and management of chronic health conditions, symptom management, and health/nursing informatics and systems innovation. The school is ranked among the top programs in nursing informatics and is internationally renowned for its efforts to improve health and health care through the use of big data. The school, with locations in the heart of Minneapolis, St. Paul and Rochester, Minnesota enrolls more than 900 students annually in its graduate and undergraduate programs.

Laurissaa Stigen | lstigen@umn.edu
Daniel Pesut | dpesut@umn.edu
Beacon Communications | beaconcom.com
(612) 759-5980 | Eagan, MN

For over 20 years, Beacon Communications has worked to keep the healthcare industry connected. We provide high quality solutions, including reliable communication systems for doctors and nurses to help them both save and improve lives. We keep doctors, nurses, and patients connected with state-of-the-art nurse communication systems, pocket paging/wireless, fall prevention technology, master clock systems, security panic systems, professional sound systems and more.

Bob Fish | bfish@beaconcom.com
Greg Gressen | ggressen@beaconcom.com

DTB Systems | dtbsystems.com
(763) 406-7130 | Minneapolis, MN

DTB Systems Inc. is your provider of wired and wireless Nurse Call solutions along with a full suite of Life Safety Equipment and support. Integrated communications via mobile devices, phones and pagers, rounding reminders, housekeeping notifications, real time tracking of patients, residents and staff for safety and security. Access Control solutions for infant protection, wander management and security. Clinical workflow automation and team nursing solutions. Bed, chair and TV integration. Analytics and automated report generation to Increase efficiency, patient satisfaction and reduce cost.

Stephanie Hill | shill@dtbsystems.com
Jerry Weiler | jerryw@dtbsystems.com

Essentia Health | essentiahealth.org

Essentia Health is an integrated health system serving patients in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota and Idaho. Headquartered in Duluth, Essentia Health combines the strengths and talents of 14,700 employees, including more than 1,900 physicians and advanced practitioners, who serve our patients and communities through the mission of being called to make a healthy difference in people’s lives.

Essentia Health, which includes many Catholic facilities, is guided by the values of Quality, Hospitality, Respect, Joy, Justice, Stewardship and Teamwork. The organization lives out its mission by having a patient-centered focus at 15 hospitals, 74 clinics, six long-term care facilities, three assisted living facilities, three independent living facilities, five ambulance services and one research institute.

Essentia Health is accredited as an Accountable Care Organization by the National Committee for Quality Assurance.
Mitchell Hamline School of Law | mitchellhamline.edu
(651) 695-7675 | Saint Paul, MN

The Professional Legal Education Programs at Mitchell Hamline School of Law are intensive, timely, practice-based certificates taught by experts in the field, for emerging leaders and working professionals. Our mission is to broaden access to legal education, with programs designed for professionals seeking training in the law. The programs are 100% online, asynchronous cohort models with start dates throughout the year. The Health Law Institute provides a deep understanding and real-life experience through specialized courses, certificates of study, and experiential learning opportunities. The institute bridges the gap between health law scholarship and policy through engagement, collaboration, and innovation.

Megan Bohlman | megan.bohlman@mitchellhamline.edu
Crosby King | crosby.king@mitchellhamline.edu

OnCourse Learning | oncourselearning.com/healthcare
(303) 512-3636 | Hoffman Estates, IL

For more than 40 years, healthcare professionals have trusted us to help you improve patient care. Enjoy our award-winning content, brought to you by the experts at our premier healthcare resource, Nurse.com.

Request a demo- 800-866-0919

Melissa O’Kelly | mokelly@oncourselearning.com
Conor O’Shea | coshea@oncourselearning.com

WIELAND | wielandhealthcare.com
(651) 460-6133 | Farmington, MN

WIELAND manufactures healthcare furniture designed to help improve the healing experience for patients, their families, and caregivers, and contribute to the safety and work experience for staff.

WIELAND furniture is state-of-the art in design, and is manufactured to last indefinitely. It is renewable: all upholstery, and every part, can be replaced if need be, with no need for the piece to leave the department.

WIELAND people expect their furniture to perform, for life, and expect their clients to be with them, for life.

William H. Kuhns | bkuhns@frontiernet.net
EXHIBIT HALL
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Abbott Infant Nutrition
Abbott Pointe of Care
Accuride International
Avant Healthcare Professionals
Beacon Communications
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Capella University
Chamberlain College of Nursing
CipherHealth
DTB Systems
Electronic Design Company (EDC)
Essentia Health
Grand Canyon University
Ideacom Mid-America
Janssen Pharmaceuticals
Janssen Pharmaceuticals - Cardiology and Metabolism
Mitchell Hamline School of Law
Omnicell
OnCourse Learning
Paladin Healthcare LLC
rtNOW Telehealth
Shiftwizard
SimpliFi MSP
Smiths Medical
Spacelabs Healthcare
St. Catherine University
Stryker Medical
The University of St. Thomas - Opus College of Business
Universal Hospital Services
U of MN School of Nursing
Vocera Communications, Inc.
WIELAND
Wolters Kluwer Health-Learning, Research & Practice
Your Patient Boards

THANK YOU!